Well-established scientists are expected to be more likely to have their work recognised than early-9 career individuals and thus receive more citations. Estimating the degree of inequality in citation 10 counts in environmental sciences can help identify the dynamics behind citation inequalities. 11
Introduction 26
Citation analysis is a bibliometric method increasingly used to assess the research output of 27 universities, scientists, journals and even countries. Citations are used as basis for evaluating 28 researchers for either positions or tenure, awarding grants and in determining the rank of 29 universities [1] [2] [3] [4] . Citation counts and the h-index are popular indicators of scientific merit [5, 6 ]-30
where the h-index is the measure of the number of the researcher's articles that have at least h 31 citations [1] . Although it has been found that the h-index is a better predictor of future achievement 32 than citation numbers [7] , citation counts still remain as one of the most commonly used measures 33 of the research impact of individuals [8] . Preferential attachment has been widely studied in the field of economics, especially in connection 51 to web links, wealth and population distributions [17] . Power laws tend to explain the pattern in 52 these "rich get richer" models [18] , where inequality is quite high. For instance the wealth 53 distribution of the Forbes 400 list of US richest people follows a power law [19] . Similarly the income 54 and wealth distributions in US and UK has been shown to follow a distribution with the high-end tail 55 following a power law [20] . Power laws have also been used to show that the citations of academic 56 articles are proportional to the number of citations that the article already has [18] . Such a process 57 creates wider inequalities in the frequency distribution of the variable of interest. This inequality can 58 be measured by using the Gini co-efficient, initially conceived to measure inequalities in incomes 59 distributions. A Gini co-efficient of zero suggests perfect equality and one indicates maximum 60 inequality [21] . 61
Although the combined influence of reinforcement factors due to previous success is expected, it is 62 very hard to estimate their influence on the inequality in citation counts. Here we aim to estimate 63 the degree of inequality in citation counts for several environmental science disciplines using the 64 recently available Google Scholar research profiles data. 65 
Methods 67
Using the scientific profiles of researchers in the Google Scholar database, we extracted the citation 68 counts for all scholars in various disciplines using the labels "ecology", "conservation biology" and 69 "evolutionary biology". 70
The data were modelled using short-tailed (exponential) and long-tailed power-law (Pareto) 71 distributions in the statistical environment R using the package VGAM [22] . A preliminary analysis 72 indicated that Pareto type IV distributions obtained the best fit of all the Pareto types and was 73 subsequently used for the analysis. The exponential (1) and Pareto type IV distributions (2) are 74 expressed by the following formulas respectively: 75
Where λ is the rate, μ the location, σ the scale, α the shape and γ the inequality parameters 78
respectively. 79
The models were fit to the data using Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods with a Gibbs sampler. The 80 fit of the distributions was compared using the Akaike Information Criterion. 
Results

88
Pareto type IV provided the best fit for all the datasets (Table 1, Figure 1 
